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Solar Real Estate Lighting

SunPal Security

Features:

Solid, all metal design and construction 

MADE IN THE USA

3 diff erent sizes available - 1”, 2” and 
3-3/4” (every real estate sign covered)

Torqueshead bolts to secure your lock 
and SunPal to your real estate sign

Virtually impossible to remove without 
your tool!

Keep your investment safe and secure 
from theft and accidental falling dam-
age

Gives Peace of Mind that your invest-
ment will not be lost
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We get asked one question more often than any other about the SunPal Solar Real Estate Lights - how do we keep them 

from getting stolen?  The truth is, in all the time that we have been selling these lights, we have not had a single real estate 
agent approach us and tell us that their SunPal had been stolen.  Having said that, we have taken your concerns to heart from 
the very beginning.  All SunPal, SunPal 4X and SunPal 2X Solar Real Estate Sign Lights come with customized hex bolts and 
tool that are only available with the SunPal Series - this tool is required to attach your SunPal to a real estate sign, and is also 
required to take it back off , protecting your investment from theft, or accidental damage from falling off  the sign.  But now we 

have taken it a step further!

Brand New from Silicon Solar - SunPal Security Kits!  These new security lock kits are designed and manufactured by Silicon 
Solar specifi cally for the SunPal Solar Real Estate Sign Lights Series, and make it virtually impossible to remove your real estate 
sign light from your real estate sign once it has been locked in place.

There are 3 diff erent lock kits available - a 1” kit, a 2” kit, and a 3-3/4” kit, allowing security on real estate signs of any size, on 
any type, or size, frame.  Each kit will be sold as an individual product, and will retail for under $5 (USD).  If you plan to use your 
SunPal or SunPal 2X on diff erent sized real estate signs, it is reccommended that you purchase one kit for each diff erent sized 
sign that you have so that you are not stuck waiting for a new secuirty kit to arrive when you need to get your SunPal out on a 
listing sign immediately.

At Silicon Solar, we are all about protecting and securing your investment - and these new secuirty kits do just that - provide 
you the peace of mind to know that your SunPal is safe and secure from theft and accidental damage from falling.


